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CSG IVR SOLUTIONS
Serve customers faster and save on costs 
with a modernized phone system
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“That was easy.”
         —Your customer, hanging up

Companies are adding communication channels—as well 

they should. But for customers, phone is still the focus. 

Phone is the most preferred channel—at 44 percent—

among customers for resolving an issue, according to a 

recent Gartner survey.

An intuitive IVR can be the backbone of your brand’s 

customer experience (CX). But an outdated IVR can 

be your brand’s fault line for customer friction. What 

if instead of awkward call flows, long wait times and 

multiple transfers, you offered callers… 

 Easy menu navigation

 Robust self-service options

 A conversational interface

CSG designs modern IVR systems that save time for your 

customers and money for your contact center.  

C US T O ME R SUC C E S S S T O RY 
SE R V IC E  E L EC T R IC
Service Electric, a cable operator in the Eastern 

U.S., partnered with CSG to launch a smarter IVR. 

Within two weeks of going live, their new IVR…

 CONTAINED 45% of inbound calls

 ACCEPTED 4,600+ customer payments, 

$735,000+ TOTAL 

Service Electric also enjoys these advantages with 

CSG’s solution:

 Flexible payments—To help prevent 

disconnects, Service Electric’s new IVR 

can now accept customer payments in any 

amount, not just the the full balance

 Intelligent alerts—The IVR can recognize 

when an inbound caller is in a service 

outage area and play them a message 

addressing the issue

 Easy custom messaging—When Service 

Electric needs to update their IVR to play a 

special message, they can quickly record 

and install it themselves
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DON’T JUS T ROUTE. RESOLVE.

Most consumers agree the best service is self-service; 81 

percent try to resolve an issue themselves before they 

reach a live representative. 

Empower customers to handle their business in the 

phone system, from making payments to setting 

appointments, with easy-to-find options.

NO MORE “ZEROING OUT ”

Customers should be able to say what they need and be 

routed accordingly. CSG’s IVR systems support natural 

language understanding (NLU), hundreds of voice 

prompts and dozens of call flows, ensuring customers 

get to the right representative.

AN IVR THAT KNOWS WHO YOU ARE

When your customers begin a shopping cart or service 

ticket online, they shouldn’t have to start over when 

they pick up the phone. We build IVR systems with an 

omnichannel approach, leveraging profile information 

to simplify calls and personalize experiences.

IS IT TIME TO UPDATE YOUR IVR?

Use these questions to assess how equipped your phone 

system is to serve today’s customer. CSG’s IVR solutions 

can improve all these scenarios.

How accurately does your IVR read customer intent?

Our systems combine profile data and NLU to carry 

customers to the right agent or self-service action.

Does your IVR facilitate channel switching?

Our omnichannel design lets customers pick up where 

they left off on your app, website, etc.

Can your IVR handle your customer base calling 

during a crisis?

CSG’s cloud-based infrastructure scales to handle 

volume spikes.

What’s your IVR system’s uptime?

Our performance standards exceed 99.99 percent.

How securely does your IVR handle customer data?

CSG’s PCI-certif ied architecture safeguards stored 

payment information.

How reliable is your IVR solution provider?

We have been a leader in interactive messaging for 

over 25 years.

To learn more about how a modernized phone system 

can improve your CX while reducing costs, contact us 

today.

ABOUT CSG
For more than 35 years, CSG has simplif ied the complexity of business, delivering innovative customer 

engagement solutions that help companies acquire, monetize, engage and retain customers. Operating across 

more than 120 countries worldwide, CSG manages billions of critical customer interactions annually, and its 

award-winning suite of software and services allow companies across dozens of industries to tackle their biggest 

business challenges and thrive in an ever-changing marketplace. CSG is the trusted partner for driving digital 

innovation for hundreds of leading global brands, including AT&T, Charter Communications, Comcast, DISH, 

Eastlink, Formula One, Maximus, MTN and Telstra. To learn more, visit our website at csgi.com and connect with us 

on LinkedIn and Twitter. 

https://www.csgi.com/
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